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Abstract- The web is the heap and huge collection of wellspring of data. The Search Engine are used for 

retrieving the information from World Wide Web (WWW). Search Engines are helpful for searching user 

keywords and provide the accurate result in fraction of seconds. This paper proposed Machine Learning 

based search engine which will give more relevant user searches in the form of web pages. To display the 

user entered query search engine plays a major role of basic interface. Every site comprises of the heaps of 

site pages that are being made and sent on the server. 
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I. Introduction 
Machine learning provides smart alternatives to analysis vast volume of data. By developing fast and effective algorithms 

and data driven models for real time processing of data, Machine learning can provide accurate result and analysis. Search 

Engine is a software program that is used for searching the WebPages based on user queries. Every site consists of heap of 

WebPages that are been created & saved on the server. The user needs to enter the set of keywords to get the desired result. 

Search Engine plays a vital role in the area of internet as it act as a interface between the search user query & displaying the 

result in the form of web pages. Here comes the actual need for search engines. Search engines provide you a  simple 

interface to search user query and display the results in the form of the web address of the relevant web page. We are using 

machine learning in search engine for pattern detection that help in identifying the patterns and spam content.  
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The three main components of search engine  

1. Web Crawler: Web Crawlers are used in collection of data about the websites and link them. We are using the information 

from WWW and collecting data from web and store the data in our database. And their purpose is to in dex the content of 

websites all across the internet so that websites can appear in search engine results.  

2. Indexer: Data about the web pages are stored in the indexer as it is a database of a Search Engine. Indexer will arranges 

the keywords terms on each webpage and store them in the repository. When the user type the keyword in the search engine 

the relevant data is been searched in the indexer and it will provide the research result to the user.  

3. Query Engine: It is a software that sites on the top of the server to provide the answer to the user searches. Query Engine 

help to reply the user query and shows displays the most probable outcome of the user searches, And they uses page ranking 

algorithm to rank the web pages and display it on the top.  

 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of Search Engine. 

 

II. Literature Review 
Numerous endeavors have been made by experts and researchers in the field of search engine. In [1],the authors discussed 

various types of search engines and they conclude the crawler based search engine is best among them and also Google uses 

it. It gives a user more relevant web address for user query. A Web crawler is a program that navigates the web by following 

the regularly changing, thick and circulated. Hyperlinked structure and from there on putting away downloaded pages in a 

vast database which is after indexed for productive execution of user queries. In [2], author concludes that major benefit of  

using keyword focused web crawler over traditional web crawler is that it works intelligently, efficiently. 

The search engine uses a page ranking algorithm to give more relevant web page at the top of result, according to user need. 

It eases the searching method and user get required information very easily.  Initially just an idea has been developed as user 

were facing problem in searching data so simple algorithm introduced which works on link structure, then further 
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modification came as the web is expanding. In [4], proposed a system which is based on a machine learning approach for 

web page filtering. The machine learning result is compared with traditional algorithm and found that machine learning 

result are more useful. The proposed approach is also effective for building a search engine. In [5], proposed the idea of pa ge 

ranking algorithm which have been increasing rapidly over the years, it helped in retrieving the information required form 

the web and thereby filling the user needs and this paper gives the idea of various page ranking algorithms and is 

comparative study. In [6], the authors have compared various search engine in terms of performance, accuracy, images, 

average response time and results in showing the best search engine.The analysis of the search engine i.e. the integral parts  

and the steps by steps process how the search engine works and provide the accurate result for the user searched queries and 

it survey how to reduce the unwanted search results in the searching process is discussed in [7]. In [8], the machine learnin g 

techniques for search engine and studies concludes that how the directories are classified for storing the web pages in the 

search engine. The algorithms and functions for page ranking algorithm and stated that graph neural network is the best 

ranking algorithm which is used by the Google and shows the automated methods by most of the web pages for 

classification is observed in [9]. In [10], proposed the model of domain specific search engine is growing with popularity as  

they offer increased accuracy and extra functionality and used greatly in automate the creation and maintenance and describe 

new research in reinforcement learning, information extraction and text classification. The development of Meta search 

engine which provide for refining and classifying the search engine results and narrow down the results in a sequentially 

linked manner resulting in drastic reduction of web pages is studied in [11]. In [12], they have helped in knowing the 

machine learning techniques which deals with the creation and analysis of algorithm that can follow a reinforced  

methodology of learning. And shows the relations among the different concepts, required information is saved along with its 

strength. In [13], the authors have proposed the  search engine cannot index every Web Pages, due to limited storage, Bw 

computation resources and the dynamic nature of the web. It cannot monitor continuously all parts of the web for changes. 

The combined techniques also include selection policy such as page rank, path ascending, focused crawling revisit policy 

such as freshness, age politeness. In [14], they proposed the study of the internal working procedure of the search engine 

how the search is process is done, crawling, indexing and ranking of the web page and usage of the ranking algorithm. In 

[15], they have analyzed the different tools and techniques to build the search engine such as navigational search queries, 

techniques such as algorithm for performance and ranking.  

III. Methodology 
Search Engine allow researchers to enter search term, the engine then lists web pages on which information about the terms 

might be found. Search engine work by regularly sending out spider programs that search for newly appearing WebPages 

and then cataloging the content of these pages, And the database we are using be Full text Search which help in examining 

all of the words in every stored document as it tiers to match all the search criteria.  Our aim is to build a search engine with 

increasing accuracy compare to different search engine. And to provide the most relevant web pages based on user queries. 

Here is the procedure to build a search engine: 

A. Collection of data from World Wide Web: In this step, to collect data and information from internet we are using 
keyword based web crawler. Where www is the huge collection of data and known as information system where 
documents, web resources are identified by uniform resource locators  

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Start with URL. 

Step 2: Queue Initialization. 

Step 3: URL dequeue from queue 

Step 4: To Download URL based web pages. 

Step 5: To Extract URLs from downloaded web pages. 

Step 6: The Extracted URL is inserted into queue. 

Step 7: Return of step 1 until more relevant results have been achieved.  

The above algorithm is a algorithm of collecting the data from the web, as we know web is a information sys tem. Here we 
start with the url ex: https://example.com/ which is the hyperlink and are accessible by user over the internet.via web 
browser. And then the url is been initialized to the values of an existing list and it  is removed from the data awaited 

https://example.com/
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processing from a queue, then download the web page according to the url or copy the url of the web pages. And then the 
extracted url have been added to the queue and desired result have been obtained. And these process is  done in fraction of 
seconds   

B. Data cleaning process using natural language processing: Data cleaning is performed for preprocessing of data to 
remove the unnecessary data from the user search queries, and provide the needed results for the user so that the 
user will be help full in getting the desired data. NPL(natural language processing) is a field in ,machine learning 
with ability of a computer to understand, analysis, communicate with humans in their own language.  

 
C. Comparison the page ranking algorithm: Here we are comparing two page ranking algorithm which gives more 

accuracy and efficiency that we are going to use in our search engine.  

       

 

 

Table I. Comparison between Page rank and Efficiency weighted page rank 

 

Requirements Page Rank (PR) 
Efficiency Weighted 
Page Rank (WPR) 

Working 

The algorithm calculates the 

no. of visit and ranks it 
accordingly. 

The algorithm calculates the in and 

out bound link of the importance 
WebPages. 

Input Inbound links Inbound and outbound links 

Algorithm 
Complexity 

O(log N) < O(log N) 

Quality of 
Results 

 Good 
More than 
Page Rank 

 

 

Efficiency 

 

Medium 
High 

 
              So the algorithm which gives highest accuracy and efficiency is WPR.   Here we are comparing the two algorithms                 

based on the existing research, working ranking is been calculated based on the number of visits, where as inbound links are 

the links which are link from the some other website to the web resources, outbound links are the links which will direct you  

to the specific web page.                                                                                                                                                       

D. Merging the selected page ranking algorithm with machine learning techniques: After selecting the most relevant 

Page Rank algorithm, that algorithm is considered as input for machine learning algorithm. The output of this 

algorithm will give the web address of most relevant web page to the user search queries. Implementation of query 

engine to display the user query with efficient results. It is the last step, In this implemented Query engine will 

takes the input from the user in a form of quires and display the results in the form of relevant web page.  

 

Implementation of web platform to displaying the user query with efficient results: The final step is to built a web platform 

for the user so that they can search the query and obtain a efficient result.  

 

For speed and accuracy we are using the algorithms that use machine learning techniques. Here we are going to compare 

some algorithm they are 

1) Support Vector Machine 

2) Artificial Neural Network 

3) XG Boost 
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Table II . Accuracy of different algorithm 

 
No. 

 
Algorithm 

 
Accuracy 

 
1 

 
SVM 

 
89.58 

 
2 

 
ANN 

 
91.36 

 
3 

 
XGBoost 

 
92.58 

 

The following above table shows the accuracy of each algorithm out of all the algorithm , XGBoost  will provide the highest 

accuracy. 

Accuracy is calculated by using the formula= number of documents classified correctly 

                                                              Total number of documents 

SVM (support vector machine): It is the algorithm in machine learning to solve the linear and non linear problems and work 

with many practical problems. And practically accuracy is measured as 89.58%.  

ANN (Artificial neural network): In this algorithm is to make an attempt to simulate the network of neurons that make up a 

human brain so that able to learn things and make decision like humans. And practically accuracy is measured as 91.36%.  

Xgboost: It is the algorithm that has recently been applied in machine learning for structured data, and designed for speed 

and accuracy. And practically accuracy is measured as 92.58%. 

Step1: Start with the browser 

Step2: Enter the input  

Step3: Load all the libraries 

Library (xgboost) 

Library (readr) 

Library (string) 

Library (caret) 

Library (car) 

Step4: Load the data in the database 

Step5: Data cleaning for the user input 

Step6: Tune and run the web browser 

Step7: Provide the efficient result. 

Step8: if not, repeat step 2 

Step9: stop.  

 

In this algorithm we have to load all the libraries, dataset and clean the data according to the user input and then click on  the 

search it will run the model and provide the efficient result.  

 

IV. Working Algorithm 

Here is the algorithm for searching the result,  

Step 1: Start with the browser 

 Step 2: Input query form user  

 Step 3: Permit auto suggestion operation  

 Step 4: Perform auto correction operation  

 Step 5: Match the query with database table contents records to find the matching results  

 Step 6: store all matched records in variable  

 Step 7: Sort the results as per ranking  
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 Step 8: Display the results with time taken to display the search results  

 Step 9: If accurate result is not found repeat step2 

 Step 10:If accurate result are found then stop the process 

 Step 11: Stop. 

 

 Here we have to start with the web browser, then enter the user input and the web platform will help the user in auto 

suggestion and auto correction of the input. Match the input with the stored database and sort the result according to ranking 

and display the efficient result according to the result. 

 

 

V. Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

 
Fig 2: Full Text Search 

 

All three search engines use full text search and are same. All full text are same in performance is same except depends on 

the speed on the platform used.Full text search, is a more advanced way for searching a db. It quickly finds a result from the 

db and provides to the end user. As full text is a technique for searching a computer stored document. A full text query 

returns any documents that contains at least one match and eases to search the content from the database. 

 

 

 
Fig 3: Crawling is the process used by search engine web crawlers (bots or spiders) to visit and download a page and extract 

its links in order to discover additional pages 
 

1. PDA: 1%-2% of the web 

2. Google: 80% of the web (google bot crawls almost all websites on the web except dark web websites)  

3. Bing: 70% of the web (google bot crawls almost all websites on the web except dark web websites)  
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Fig4: Ranking 

 

Ranking is a process in which the web pages have been shown according to the number of user visited the web page. The 

first displayed web page is the page with most of the visited. 

 

 

 
Fig5: Indexing: (Graph → any website can be indexed)  

 

Indexing is a process in which response to the information query has been done  fast. As it stored in the database and has 

been indexed, any website can be indexed which has permission in robot.txt file on server and can be added to the database.  

 

                                                                                     

Conclusion: 
Search engine is very useful for finding out more relevant URL for given keyword. Due to this, user time is 

reduced for searching the relevant web page. For this, Accuracy is very important factor. From the above 

observation, it can be concluded that Xgboost is a best in terms of accuracy than SVM and ANN. Thus, Search 

engine built using Xgboost and Page Rank algorithm will give better accuracy. The amount of information 

available on the Internet continues to grow exponentially. As this trend continues, we argue that not only will 

the public need powerful tools to help them sort through this information, but the creators of these tools will 

need intelligent techniques to help them build and maintain these services. The amount of information available 

on the Internet continues to grow exponentially. As this trend continues, we argue that, not only will the public 
need powerful tools to help them sort though this information, but the creators of these tools will need 

intelligent techniques to help them build and maintain these tools. 
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